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spent longer than initially
anticipated with us.
After many appeal’s
we were delighted that in
September 2019 Andy
and Mandy came along
and took on the challenge
of our elderly gentleman;
after many meets and
greet our Jet set off for
his new home.

Remember Tim the Collie?
Tim had spent much of his life prior to coming into the
Sanctuary chained up in a farmyard, this was for at
least twenty three hours per day, every day! As a result
of this Tim struggled during his time with us, getting
his lead on and off was an issue as it was so
unfamiliar to him and he was also extremely
frightened. Also, Collies are a noise sensitive breed
and Tim found it very difficult in the busy and noisy
kennel environment.

Jet has settled in extremely well and shows that it
is never too
late for one
of our dogs
to find a
home,
all
that’s needed
is a little time
and patience. I think you’ll agree he’s enjoying life!!

However super news!! Tim is now happily
settled at home with his
owner Thomas.
Thomas spent many
weeks visiting Tim at the
Sanctuary and with the
support of the team a
bond started to develop
between them both,
making leads a little less
scary and allowing him
some time to get
comfortable indoors. It
was great to witness the behavioural changes in Tim
and the trust he was building with Thomas.

Christmas Fair
We hope that you will join us for our Christmas Fair
which will be held at our premises on Saturday 14
December from 11am – 2pm. This is a great event
where we have a variety of stalls, our ballot draw takes
place and Santa normally makes an appearance.
Keep the date free and we’ll see you then.

All at the Sanctuary applaud Thomas for taking the
time, making the effort to work with Tim and to take
on the advice; fantastic results are here to see a happy
dog in his forever home.

Check out the Lovely Flash!

Some of the team visited Tim at his new home and
were delighted to see him comfortable enough to
engage in play, looking relaxed in and around his new
environment and just enjoying life.
Thanks so much to Thomas and his family for taking
that bit of extra time with Tim and showing the care
and understanding needed - job well done!

Jet finds his home
Everyone at the Sanctuary were delighted that our
much loved, long termer Jet found his forever home!
Jet arrived with us in June 2014 via a veterinary
practice and it very quickly became apparent that he
had some issues with food and aggression and as such

Flash is a lovely old lady aged around 11 years old
who came into us with her mother Star and uncle
Deeley as their owner had unfortunately passed away.
Deeley found his forever home quite quickly however
both Star and Flash are still waiting for that
opportunity and both have been with us now for over 8
months.
When Flash arrived with us it was very apparent she
had a thyroid issue and as a result of this she was
immensely overweight. This resulted in her being
placed on a controlled diet to stablise her weight and
to help prevent further health issues; although a slow
process we are all delighted that Flash’s weight is now
around 2kg.
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Flash is not getting any younger so for the sake of her
health and wellbeing she would benefit greatly from a
loving home in her senior years; this home
environment would give her more scope, stimulation
and motivation to gain the exercise she needs. She is
a comical character who can at times have attitude,
she will let you know if she's not in the mood but can
be loving on her own terms and particularly at feeding
time!

emotionally dependant on each other. All in all it was a
sad sight to see.
Thankfully, we were on hand to give them all the
attention that they needed. With hard work and soft
hearts some came around very quickly like Lily,
Bonnie the pup, Blythe, Megan and Bonnie the
Labrador. Others like Florie, Bertie and Harper just
needed a little extra time and trust to boost their
confidence. But Greta, Basil, Benny and Kacey had
almost completely shut down to the world around
them. They were fearful of leads, people, day to day
noises and handling and they each took weeks of one
on one work. With lots of patience and understanding
they slowly but surely came around, started to play and
walk on leads and we could even see some tails
wagging.

Flash's home requirements would be a household with
no other pets because of her strict diet and she is not
too keen on other feline friends. We also feel an adult
only home would suit her best as she requires daily
thyroid medication which the Sanctuary will cover the
cost of.
We all really hope that the perfect someone will come
along soon for our Flash. Our wish is that this
beautiful lady will get to enjoy a homelife once again
where she can happily retire in her later years, could
this someone be you?

Happy new lives were ready and waiting once these
beauties were ready and they certainly deserved them.
The stories from puppy farms may not always start
happy but with our help and your support, these lucky
few have certainly landed fairy tale endings. We're
sure that you'll all be with us in wishing them the best
of luck for futures filled with love and happiness.

Puppy Farm Story
Since June this year we have seen an influx in Dogs
from Northern Irish puppy farms needing rescued. We
have now rehabilitated and rehomed 7 mothers, one
father and 4 vulnerable puppies from one particular
farm but their road to happiness was far from easy.

Charity Shop in Larne
Here at the Sanctuary we continually assess our
income streams to ensure we have sufficient funds to
support our vital work and this led to a decision to open
a second charity shop, which is located in the
Murryfield Shopping Centre in Larne. For the shop to
be a success we are asking for your support in two
ways; could you volunteer for a few hours per week or
could you make donations of items to sell? These
small things can make a huge difference to the
residents here at the Sanctuary. If so, we’d love to hear
and we’re all very much looking forward to this
expansion.

We work in partnership
with Women’s Aid ABCL&N
Our partnership with Women’s Aid ABCL&N has now
been in place for 2 years and in this time we have
looked after a total of 15 dogs and 1 cat for women and
families who found themselves in need of the servicing
of Women’s Aid. We provided the animals with safe
refuge in the interim before successfully returning
them to their owners when the time was right.
This continues to be an exciting partnership and one
we are extremely proud to be part of and the mutual
benefits it allows for.

Pictured from left to right are Puggle brothers (Basil
& Benny), Schnauzer (Greta), Beagle (Florie), Poodle
(Lily), Cocker Spaniel (Bertie), Bichon Frise sisters
(Blythe & Bonnie), Labradors (Megan, Harper and
Bonnie) and Retriever (Kacey).
They were all generally well looked after on the outside but it was clear from the start that we had a lot of
work ahead of us to get these wee ones ready for
rehoming. They had little socialisation with people, no
lead training and the puppies had become worryingly
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Strictly comes to Mid Antrim
Taking our inspiration from our Saturday night viewing we decided to bring
Strictly to Mid Antrim. Our dancers have volunteered and they are now
starting their fundraising journey with rehearsals commencing in January;
the main event will be held in the Hilton Hotel, Templepatrick on Saturday 7
March 2020. We wish them all the best and thank them for supporting our
work. Pictured right is Clare with her glitterball from our last fundraiser
alongside our long termer Nero.
The money raised from this major fundraiser will go towards the development
of our additional piece of land which will allow access to larger dog runs,
agility equipment and much more. Prior to this being completed we
introduced our Dogs Day Out Programme where our long term dogs get a day
away from the Sanctuary where they can run free as dogs should and enjoy the
socialisation aspects of life that they cannot currently get at the Sanctuary.
Once however our land is developed this will be a daily activity for our dogs.
Pictured left and
below are our
long term dogs
enjoying
their day out!!
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